define a transformation group; that is to say, suppose f°(x) =x and Let there be distinguished in T certain non vacuous sets, called admissible, which satisfy this condition: If A is an admissible set and if B is a set in T such that for some compact set C in T we have a^A implies BC\(a+C) 5^0, then B is an admissible set. If XÇLX and if 5 is a set in T> then x is said to be recursive with respect to S provided that if U is a neighborhood of x, then there exists an admissible set A such that A QS and f(x, A)C.U.
We suppose throughout that x is a fixed point of X and that G is a fixed topologically closed subgroup of T such that T = F+G for some compact set F in 7\ We define H to be the set of all elements t of T such that #£ƒ(#, /+G), where ƒ(#, t+G) denotes the closure of ƒ(*,*+£). LEMMA 
H is a topologically closed semigroup (H+HC.H) which contains G.
PROOF. Suppose t, sEi-fifand £7 is a neighborhood of x. There exists an element p in G such that f(x, t+p)SU.
Select a neighborhood V of x for which ƒ( F, t+p) C £7. For some element q in G, ƒ(#, s+q) G F. Hence, ƒ(#, t+s+p+q)ÇîU.
Thus -H* is a semi-group. Obviously, GCH. __ Suppose tÇzH and C/is a neighborhood of x. Choose neighborhoods V of x and TF of 0 for which W=-W and jf(7 f W)CU.
Thus fl*is topologically closed and the proof is completed. LEMMA 2. There exists a compact set E in H such that H=E+G.
PROOF. There exists a compact set F in T such that T = F+G. Define E = Fr\H. Using Lemma 1, we see that the set E has the required properties.
LEMMA 3. If H is a group and if U is a neighborhood of x, then there exists a compact set C in H such that f(x, C)C.U and tÇzH implies (t+C)r\G^0.
PROOF. By Lemma 2, there exists a compact set E in H such that H^E+G.
Define D=-~E. Now t&H implies {t+D)C\G^0. For each element d in D, there exists an element td in G so that ƒ (x, d+td) G U and, hence, there exists a compact closed neighborhood Wd of d for which f(x, Wd+td)CU. Cover Z> by finitely many neighborhoods
The set C has the required properties. This is a contradiction.
LEMMA 6. If H is a group and iftÇz T~H (t belongs to T but not to H), then x<£f(x, t+H).

PROOF. Suppose #£ƒ(#, t+H). By Lemma 2, there exists a compact set E in H such that H=E+G.
By Lemma 5, there exists an element s in E for which #€ƒ(#, t+s+G). Hence, t+sÇzH and tÇLH. This is a contradiction.
LEMMA 7. If H is a group and if t£:T~II, then there exist neighborhoods Vofx and W of t such that f {x, W+H)C\ F= 0.
PROOF. By Lemma 6, there exists a neighborhood U of x for which f(x, t+H)C\U=0.
Choose of e so that/(ff, PF e +iî)n F ô = 0. Hence, there exists a neighborhood V* oî x such that ƒ (x, £+iï)nF* = 0. We may suppose FCF*, whence/(x, £+fl)PiF=0. There exists an admissible set A in T such thatƒ(*, -4)C V. Hence, i4n(E+.ff) = 0 and ^4 CW r +fi r . Define B=£Tn(-4 + PF). Now ƒ(*, i4 + W)CI7. Since B is an admissible set contained in H and ƒ(#, B) C £7, the proof is completed. THEOREM 
If H is a group and if x is recursive with respect to T, then x is recursive with respect to G.
PROOF. The conclusion follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 8. Applications. Now let T denote the additive group of either the integers or the reals with its natural topology. Then G is either T or the group of all multiples of a nonzero number. It is clear from Lemma 1 that in this case H is a group.
We consider the following six interpretations of admissibility. A set A in T is said to be admissible provided that:
(1) A contains a sequence marching to + <*> ; (2) A contains a sequence marching to + °° and a sequence marching to -oo ; With admissibility defined as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, then the term "recursive" is replaced by "positively recurrent," "recurrent," "positively almost periodic," "almost periodic," "positively strongly recurrent" or "strongly recurrent," respectively. Theorem 1 now yields immediately the following statement. 
